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Intelligent Conference

Portable File Management Server

D9001BX

User Manual
Thank you for using DSPPA paperless intelligent conference system. Please read this User Manual carefully to
make better use of this equipment.

Guangzhou DSPPA Audio Co . , Ltd .
http://www.DSPPA.com

http://www.dsppatech.com
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Features:

The multimedia paperless intelligent conference system for a conference room or several conference rooms

(depending on the software) can be centralized and effectively managed by LAN, so as to improve the exchange,

transmission, management and backup of conference information in the system. The intelligent conference server and

software are used to manage and distribute the files in the conference room (1-128 terminals), which can improve the

information exchange, management and security backup of the system. It can process conference documents,

supporting the functions of check-in, voting, document projection, document on the same screen, document

annotation, etc. The conference process files can be stored in the server in real time. It has video distribution function:

Streaming media distribution function can be supported in the case of fewer terminals (the number of terminals is less

than 20).

1. It integrates the advantages of flip-up portable computer, reinforced laptop and portable laptop;

2. High-strength aluminum-magnesium alloy structure, with scratch-resistant coating and EMI/RF protective layer;

3. Shock absorption for the box and hard disk;

4. 19V 6.3A adapter power supply or 220V power supply;

5. Skid-resistant handle.
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Specification:

Operation system Win7 32-bit Flagship Edition

Battery working hour 5 hour

Structure 2U portable integrated structure

Motherboard Gigabyte 297 CPU I5-4590

CPU frequency 3.3GHz

Interface type LGA 1150

Memory Kingston DDR3\4G

Hard disk Seagate 500G shockproof

Power 19V 6.3A Power adapter, AC100V~265v 65HZ

LCD screen 15.6"TFT LED

Display 304.1mm(H) ×228.1mm(V)

Max resolution 1920*1080 @60Hz

Light 300cd/㎡

Backlight 30000hrs

Color Black/Silver

Network interface 2 RTL8111DL 10/100 1000Base-T Ethernet Controller

I/O interface 2* USB 2.0 interface, 4* USB 3.0 interface

Dimension 280×370×90mm

Working temperature -10～ 40℃

Working humidity 10%～90%

Storage temperature -20～60℃

Storage humidity 10%～95%
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Rear panel:
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